This paper will discuss the design of an input, shaped opea-loop control €or ic single flexible robot link. The authors devetop t h e equations ol motion, including thc first flexible mode shape and the actuator dynamics. Additional content includes the hardware system identification iterative runs used to update the model. Optimized input shaped commands for the flexible robot link to prodiiw a reat-b-rcst;, rcsidual vibration-fixe, 90 degree maneuvcr arc developed. Correlatjon between botb experimental aud analytical results of the 90" slew, using two different identification models, are reviewed.
Introduction
For Space applications, lightweight robotic manipulators are secessary to reduce launch ~osts, power consumption7 and storage volume of the robot. Space Station u s a b l . y , operations, and satellite maintenmce present a seri011s challenge t o autonomous space-based robotics. To amid large dangerous vibra.tions, tohe current Space Shuttle robotic arm must operate very slowly. The operator mud wait more than a minute to allow the robotic arm to settle alter a move. The engineers will achieve a decrease in the operation cost by minimizing the idle time during operation of the robotic arm (Singer89 
Dynamic Equations of Motion
The dynamic equations of motion were devdoped for a unidirectional rotating b e m using quadratic modes (SegalmmSO) and with considetatiou of a tip mass. Figure 1 shows 
Y(%, t ) = $i(s>qi(i) -
The trmevcrse deflection is composed of &(z), the mode shape basis functions and qi(t>; the corresponding time-dependent generalized coordinates. The following equation givcs the velocity of each p i n t along the rotating beam's kength: The control variable remained the sa.me, eg., v+ = &.
The kinetic energy, T, of the beam is
when: p = p + k&i,E(rc -L).
Experimental / Predicted Results
The Uh'M flexible testbed consists of a flexible aluminum link, the dimensions of which arc? 45.72 cm x 7.62 cm x 0,8128 mm; motor/hub/link mounting hardware; an electric DC servo motor; an incremental encoder; and a VME real-time control computer. The trajectorks used as cornmaad inputs to the servo systmn, at 50 Hz sampling, were tbe renh of the optimization proce 
C onelusions
The authors successfully designed several optimized input shaped trajoctoria to minimize vjbraiion during motion. f?litially.y: an optimized trajectory with specific end-condjtons was deslgncd using a simple second-order model, using the experimental step response. Presence of urnnodeled Coulomb friction produced inaccufa,cy belwesn the predic$cd and experimental responses. The development o r a high fidelity modpl,.includiag dynamics of the flexible link, the motor, and-nonlinear friction, allowed the optimkation procedure to .
Iorm trajectories which were a better match to the hardware. .
